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SUBJECT: Palisades Neighborhood Plan Follow-Up (LU 08-0045) 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this memo is to update the Commission on Palisades Neighborhood Plan 
Committee discussions that took place following the July 14th Planning Commission work 
session, and to describe proposed changes to the Plan that resulted from the Commission’s 
feedback.  Staff and the Plan Committee would like to update the Commission before the 
September 8th public hearing on the Palisades Plan. 
 
 
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 
 
At the July 14th Planning Commission work session on the Palisades Neighborhood Plan, 
Commissioners raised concern about the degree to which the Plan was regulatory and would 
ensure implementation.  Palisades Plan Committee members and staff agreed to review the 
Plan again to determine if additional regulations or other strategies should be pursued for 
implementation. 
 
The Commission also expressed concern about a proposed Action Step calling for new 
standards for congregate housing and residential care housing in the Palisades neighborhood 
that would set a maximum FAR and floor area per building.  The Plan Committee and staff 
agreed to revisit this Action Step to address their discussion with the Commission.  The 
following pages outline proposed changes that reflect these two items. 
 
Congregate and Residential Care Housing 
 
Staff and the Committee looked at three levels of changes: deferring the recommendation for 
specific code changes to a citywide process; recommending changes that would be applied to 
all low-density residential zones; and recommending revised code changes specific to the 
Palisades neighborhood.  The Committee felt the proposal for congregate and residential care 
housing was an important recommendation coming out of their Plan, and did not want to defer 
to discussion to a later citywide process.  The Committee also did not feel comfortable making 
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recommendations to apply in other neighborhoods, without their input and support for such code 
changes. 
 
The Committee felt strongly that FAR plays a key role in a development’s compatibility with its 
surroundings and that calling for the FAR to be set through the conditional use process, without 
specific standards, allows applicants to propose larger scale buildings than neighbors feel are 
appropriate for a site.  The maximum allowed FAR for single family homes in Palisades is 0.6, 
and the FAR of The Stafford congregate care facility is 0.8, originally proposed at 0.98.  Other 
congregate housing and residential care housing facilities in Lake Oswego compare at 0.48 
(Oswego Place Assisted Living, 17450 Pilkington Road) and 0.3 (The Pearl, 4550 Carman 
Drive).  The Committee holds that a maximum FAR of 0.6 would allow a reasonable level of 
development to take place, while maintaining a scale that is compatible with adjacent low-
density residential development.   
 
The Committee also considered the staff and Planning Commission feedback regarding the 
maximum building size proposal, and has revised the Action Step to address building 
compatibility through additional design standards. 
 

*Revised* Neighborhood Plan Action Step 
 
o To ensure congregate and residential care housing developments maintain a residential 

neighborhood scale and character, amend the Community Development Code (LOC 
Section 50.69.057) to require the following additional standards within the Palisades 
Neighborhood: 

 Maximum FAR shall be 0.6. This establishes an appropriate scale by limiting 
residential facilities to the maximum floor area allowed by code for residential 
development in the Palisades neighborhood. 

 The building design shall reflect the single family character of surrounding 
development based on the structure and lot pattern of houses in the 
immediate vicinity. 

 The building shall be articulated such that the structure does not appear as a 
single mass. 

 The predominant visible roof shall have a minimum pitch of 6:12. 
 

o In order to provide stronger direction regarding building design, site design and building 
materials, amend the text in LOC 50.30.020 to replace the discretionary word “may” with 
the prescriptive word “shall.” 

 
 
Neighborhood Character and Residential Design Standards 
 
The Planning Commission expressed concern about the lack of new code standards that would 
help Palisades to maintain the character of its residential neighborhoods.  The Committee would 
like to explore additional standards for Palisades, however does not want to delay plan adoption 
for the amount of time necessary to conduct additional analysis and neighborhood outreach. 
The neighborhood will move forward to explore potential code concepts as a top priority in plan 
implementation.  The following Action Step would be added to the Plan to outline the process for 
developing new standards.  This action step would implement Land Use Policy 6 from the Plan 
which states “Consider zoning amendments as needed to address unique characteristics of 
single family residential properties in the Palisades neighborhood.” 
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*New* Proposed Neighborhood Plan Action Step 
 

o Consider new overlay zones for the Palisades neighborhood to preserve and 
enhance existing neighborhood character: 

 Conduct an in-depth survey of properties in each Residential 
Development Typology area to determine the frequency of dominant 
neighborhood characteristics.  Using the results, work with neighbors 
within each area to explore new regulations that would help to ensure that 
future development is consistent with the existing neighborhood 
character.  Adopt an overlay zone/s to apply any additional regulations 
that are supported by the neighborhood.  

 
 
In addition to the proposed new Action Step above, the following Palisades Plan Policies or 
Action Steps call for the development of new regulations: 

o Amend the Community Development Code to require additional standards for 
congregate housing and residential care housing in Palisades. 

o Develop a pilot lakefront zone or overlay zone for Area 1 of the Palisades 
neighborhood. 

o Where new streets are constructed or old streets reconstructed in Palisades, design 
the right-of-way to filter storm water runoff through natural vegetation and other 
pervious materials. 

o Amend the Community Development Code to require two street trees for every 50 
feet of street frontage as a condition of approval for a new structure in the residential 
zones of the City. 

o The Plan also calls for 2 pathway sections to be added to the Transportation System 
Plan. 

 
As an attachment to the Palisades Plan, the Implementation Strategy charts all Policies and 
Action Steps, and identifies the following information to map out implementation for the 
neighborhood and the City. 

o Responsibility (Palisades Neighborhood Association or City) 
o Implementation Strategy (if additional details were needed) *Category added since 7/14 

work session 
o Potential Funding Source (if needed) *Category added singe 7/14 work session 
o Priority Level (high, medium or low) Note: All regulatory action steps are ranked with high 

priority for implementation 
o Timeline (less than 1 year, 1-3 years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years, more than 10 years) 
o Status and Notes (to be updated as implementation takes place) 
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